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Lithium – lithium-ion batteries are key components of
energy storage in an increasingly electrified world.
Electric vehicle batteries and short-term electricity
storage to support electrical grids drive skyrocketing
demand.
Copper – copper has been a critical metal in our
electrified societies for more than a century, but
demand is growing rapidly as more things are
electrified. An electric vehicle (EV) requires about
three times as much copper as a typical internal
combustion engine (ICE) vehicle.
Nickel – nickel’s versatility includes use in stainless
steel, solar panels, batteries, aerospace, and defence
applications. With Russia ranking third among nickel-
producing countries, the supply structure is facing
disruption.

The energy transition of the 21st century – the
transformation of energy sources from primarily fossil
fuels to a more diverse and resilient set of energy
generators – is profoundly changing humanity’s demands
on the earth’s resources. 

Many of today’s key resources will continue to be
important in the coming decades, including iron ore, sand
and gravel, lime (for cement), coal, oil, natural gas, wood
and other forest products. But there are a number of
critical minerals that are gaining attention as technologies
evolve. We are already mining or otherwise extracting all
of these today, but new applications, many linked to more
diverse energy generation, are profoundly upsetting
traditional supply-demand relationships. Some examples:

Helium – helium cannot be substituted in rapidly
growing applications such as medical MRI machines
and high-tech semiconductor and fibre-optic
manufacturing, while geopolitical factors threaten
some of the major sources.
Rare earth elements – elements that are important
components of renewable energy tech such as wind
turbines are rapidly achieving critical status, but
current production and processing is focused in
China.
Cobalt – one of a number of metals important in
battery technologies, but supply comes primarily from
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which has
major human rights issues.
Uranium – as nuclear energy grows rapidly in many
nations, uranium demand is leaping ahead.

The International Energy Agency recognized the
importance of critical minerals in energy transition in a
key 2021 report. 

Canada has designated 31 elements as critical minerals
(Figure 1, visit BIG-media.ca to view), and other countries
have similar lists. The federal government recently
announced a Critical Minerals Strategy, and maintains a
Critical Minerals Centre of Excellence, where one can find
an interactive map of critical mineral mines, processing
facilities, and new projects (Figure 2, visit BIG-media.ca to
view). 

There are numerous government incentives for starting
up new critical minerals projects, but details are still being
ironed out. Helium explorers, for example, do not receive
favourable tax treatments, despite having to develop new
exploration strategies and processing technologies in a
market in which shortages loom.

https://big-media.ca/critical-minerals-to-play-major-role-in-emerging-technologies/
https://big-media.ca/critical-minerals-to-play-major-role-in-emerging-technologies/


Prairie Lithium positioned to
capitalize on rising demand

By now, most investors are aware that lithium is a
critical ingredient in our energy future.

Many are also aware that lithium is the lightest of all
solid metals, and that lithium demand is rising sharply
because of its essential role in lithium-ion batteries
(LIBs) that power portable electronics, electric vehicles
(EVs), and energy storage systems (ESS).

You may know that lithium has various industrial
applications – including in manufacturing of
multipurpose greases, medications, glass, and ceramics
– and that the leading regions for lithium production are
Australia, South America, and China.

But did you know that there are vast lithium resources
in North America, and that there is a Canadian company
that is well positioned to be a leader in lithium
production in the years to come?

Prairie Lithium, headquartered in Emerald Park, Sask.,
holds the highest-quality inferred lithium brine
resource in Canada discovered to date. Operating in
Saskatchewan’s resource-rich and mining-friendly
Williston Basin, Prairie Lithium’s projects have easy
access to key infrastructure including electricity,
natural gas, fresh water, paved highways, and railroads. 

Proprietary technology will enable the company to
utilize direct lithium extraction (DLE) from brine
(mineral-rich, subsurface water deposits). Prairie
Lithium has acquired petroleum wells scheduled for
abandonment that can be used to streamline the
process of penetrating the brine reservoirs. 

It is a win-win scenario for Prairie Lithium – which
obtains properties with built-in infrastructure and
straightforward drilling access to lithium-rich deposits. 

The environment is also a winner, since Prairie Lithium
will be using best practices to extract resources that
help fuel low-emission products such as EVs.

Soaring demand for lithium, combined with inadequate
investment in lithium supply development, has driven
prices to lofty levels. With the price of lithium
increasing more than 500% from early 2021 to the end
of 2022, new resources become more attractive and
economically feasible to extract.

Meanwhile, Prairie Lithium’s geoscientists understand
how to analyze lithium in brines, map the
hydrochemistry, delineate reservoir quality, model 
 deliverability of the resource, and bring the resource to
surface through drilling deep wells.

“We are a lithium resource company, and we are
developing a direct lithium extraction technology to
help unlock our resource that could also unlock other
lithium brine resources,” says Prairie Lithium CEO Zach
Mauer. “With an exceptional business model and an
amazing team of geologists and engineers who will help
make the most of our assets, we are very excited about
the company’s future, as well as what these projects
could do for investors.”

Prairie Lithium Corporation recently entered into a pre-
acquisition agreement with Arizona Lithium Limited
(ASX: AZL, AZLO, OTC: AZLAF), a company focused on
the sustainable development of the Big Sandy Lithium
Project in Arizona.

For more information, including how to invest in Prairie
Lithium, email info@prairielithium.ca or visit
prairielithium.ca. For insightful explanations of lithium
and direct lithium extraction, see the “Videos &
Interviews” section under “News & Media” on the
website’s main menu.
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Provincial governments, regulators and technical
organizations are stepping up as well. Geoscience BC
supports research into critical minerals production in
British Columbia, the Saskatchewan government is
promoting uranium and potash as critical minerals, and
Ontario is promoting development of critical minerals
from planned new mines in the “Ring of Fire” northern
frontier. 

Policy experts are reinforcing the need for Canada to
move aggressively on critical minerals development. See,
for example, “The Coming Energy Transition: Industry’s
Opportunities are not just in Canada” from Bazel and
Mintz at the University of Calgary School of Public Policy.

This all sounds great – governments, academia, and
industry are all on board to promote critical minerals
development in Canada. Canada can lean on its
traditional strength as a mining powerhouse, and many of
the nascent players in international helium, lithium, and
other critical mineral ventures are based in Canada.
Canadian resource entrepreneurs have in fact been
pursuing critical minerals opportunities for several years
now, seeing the emerging needs long before the current
public focus.

But not all is rosy. Strategic disconnects such as those
that have hindered oil and gas development globally over
the past decade threaten to disrupt orderly evolution of
critical minerals markets, too. Another recent IEA report –
Renewables 2002) –  forecasts rapidly accelerating growth
of renewable energy technologies, particularly wind and
solar, in the immediate future.

 While critical minerals supply chains are mentioned in
passing, the report does not run any sensitivities to test
alternative growth models should critical mineral supplies
not be available in ever-increasing quantities at ever-
decreasing prices.

Yet the same explosive demand growth that drives new
critical mineral ventures is already creating serious
shortages and rapidly rising prices.

Canadian helium explorers are routinely running
economics on prices of $600 per thousand cubic feet –
more than double the figure used just a few years ago.
Lithium is attracting up to 10 times the price it did a
couple of years ago, and most other critical minerals
prices are jumping as well. Meanwhile, substantial new
supplies – enough to change market dynamics – are years
away, and in some cases cannot possibly meet forecast
demand. 

Even where global resources are adequate, geopolitical
risks threaten efficient development. It took decades for
non-OPEC oil and gas supply growth to limit the influence
of OPEC on markets, and it will take comparable lengths
of time to address similar problems with the supply of
cobalt, rare earths, lithium, helium, and many other
critical minerals.

As a result, big market distortions are clearly ahead.
Emissions-driven policies set unrealistic goals for energy
production that rely on explosive growth of renewable
energy to have any chance of success. Canada’s Minister
of Natural Resources asserts that “Canada’s Critical
Minerals Strategy will enable the country to seize the
generational economic opportunity presented by critical
minerals, creating sustainable, well-paying jobs while
growing our economy.” But in the world where things
actually happen, policy statements and sunny outlooks
are not enough. Financial, regulatory, technological, and
engineering/supply chain factors guarantee that new
copper mines, commercial lithium extraction from saline
brines, and other substantial supply growth are years
away.   

So while fossil fuel supply growth (or even maintenance)
is actively discouraged by Canadian, U.S., and European
government policies, critical mineral supply realities will
constrain renewable energy (and other technological)
growth. New policy and ongoing research are responding
to this immense strategic disconnect, but there is a
bumpy ride ahead for energy supplies and prices. Let’s
hope Canada succeeds in expediting new domestic critical
minerals supply growth in order to smooth out the road.

From page 2

FOR SOURCES AND MORE, VISIT 
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Wouldn't it be cool if there was a media company 
that actually focused on documenting truth?

Wouldn't it be cool if that company recruited instead of career 
journalists, accomplished scientists who presented the most 
relevant data with logical interpretation, and cited every shred of
data so you could do your own fact checking and/or explore further?

Wouldn't it be cool if that company covered the most important 
issues of the day (e.g., pandemics, climate, energy security) in
a way that educates and empowers rather than scares readers?

Wouldn't it be cool if that company did not accept advertising,
sponsorship, government funding, or political affiliation of 
any kind to help ensure lasting editorial objectivity?

Wouldn't it be cool if that company encouraged its members 
to submit feedback including story ideas, so they could truly 
participate in the direction of an important venture?

Wouldn't it be cool if that company 
kept its membership fees affordable?

big-media.ca
You are welcome!

Intelligence. Logic. Respect
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Polo-playing engineer
excels holding reins
of mining junior

(story Continued on Page 10)

The subject of our 20 Questions feature this month is an
anomaly. 

Claudia Tornquist is one of a tiny handful of female CEOs
in Canada’s mining industry. According to the latest
breakdown, only 19% of executives at publicly traded
mining companies in this country are women. (2022
Diversity Disclosure Practices: Diversity and Leadership at
Canadian Public Companies: Osler) A fraction of those are
chief executives.

But sitting in the offices of Kodiak Copper Corp. (KDK.V)
high above the streets of downtown Vancouver, Tornquist
does not see any glass ceiling; only opportunity for those
who put in the work.
 
She spoke with Business Edge News Magazine’s Rob
Driscoll and Kelly Ryan about going from the second-
largest mining company in the world to a junior startup,
copper in the Green Revolution, and bringing polo (yes,
the kind you play on the back of a horse) to Vancouver.

1. You went from Germany to London to Vancouver.
What took you to those different places?
Well, I grew up in Germany, and my training is as an engineer
– mechanical engineer – and I then started my professional
career in the automotive industry. After a couple of years, I
did an MBA in France, and then worked after that in London
in finance for a little bit because I wanted to apply what I had
learned in the MBA. And just as I was planning to go back
into the automotive industry, I had a headhunter approach
me with a job at Rio Tinto. Until then, I had no intention of
going into the resource industry. I had no touch points with
the resource industry. In fact, I googled Rio Tinto because I
didn't even know what Rio Tinto was at the time.

They were specifically looking for people from outside the
mining industry, and I ended up joining Rio Tinto. That was
now more than 20 years ago. I've been in the resource
industry ever since. With Rio Tinto, I had a fantastic time, and
then made the switch to the junior sector. Moved with my
family to Vancouver and have been in the junior mining
industry ever since.

2.  What is the biggest difference between Rio Tinto
and the junior mining industry?
There's a very big difference. I would say Rio Tinto is a very
large company, obviously much more slow moving and
bureaucratic, much bigger projects, bigger sums of money,
etc., involved. It's a great company to work for because things
are done properly in a big company, and you really learn
things properly.  So I'm very grateful for my time at Rio Tinto,
because it taught me a lot. The junior sector is much more
entrepreneurial. You see much more the impact you make
yourself. It's much more up and down because it's a very
cyclical industry, and in the downturn, life's tough as a junior.
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Keith Uthe is not your average mortgage broker. 

Besides being an award-winning Independent Mortgage
Broker with Enrich Mortgage Group, Keith is a Licensed
Realtor, Certified Real Estate Investment Advisor, Smith
Manoeuvre Certified Professional, and Real Estate
Investor. 

While mortgage holders often work with brokers who
simply take the commission from the deal and disappear,
Uthe looks at his role as an industry-leading coach who
can provide valuable guidance to clients on an ongoing
basis.

A series of interest rate hikes is the latest sign
of how the mortgage industry can undergo great
change. 

Award-winning broker
Uthe is your trusted 
expert in mortgage 
matters and more
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"Mortgages are usually the most
significant financial transactions in our

lives, so it is paramount that we
understand what we are getting into, as

well as how things may change down the
road," Uthe explains. "When I meet with

my clients – be it in person or virtual – we
discuss not only where we are now and
how we got there, but what the future

may bring. There are all sorts of
variables that should be considered

when managing mortgages and other
real estate investments.

Recently, the Bank of Canada released a document
indicating that about 50% of variable-rate, fixed-
payment mortgages have reached their trigger rate, the
point at which the mortgage payment only covers
interest and contributes nothing toward the principal.
This affects about 13% of Canadian mortgages.

But that is not cause for panic, according to Uthe.

As a Smith Manoeuvre Certified Professional, Uthe can
even show you how to make your mortgage payments
tax deductible.

"Maybe you can foresee
a move in the future –
perhaps for a new job or
lifestyle change – three,
five, or 10 years from
now. When it comes to
these large investments,
it makes sense to have a
prudent plan with
contingencies in mind –
and it is critical that you
have access to the most
important information.

"That is what I am here
for; I am constantly
educating myself so that
I can be a valuable
resource to my clients."

"The last thing you want
to do is make a rash
decision that could put
you in a difficult
position," Uthe explains.
"If you work with me, I
can go over various
options, including
possibly increasing your
mortgage payment by a
sensible amount so that
you keep pace with the
mortgage term without
putting too much
pressure on your current
situation."

For a free, no-obligation discussion about your mortgage situation, contact
Keith at keith@enrichmortgage.ca or toll-free 1-877-366-3487.

Keith
Uthe
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3. Tell me about working with Kodiak Copper in
British Columbia. I have read somewhere that you
appreciate that the general rule of law is followed
here compared to in some regions. Is that something
that draws you to work in Canada?
Yeah, it's a great place to work, and many of our investors
really like Canada and B.C. because it's a safe jurisdiction,
rule of law, you know what you get. And it's been fantastic
working here. At our MPD project, we have a very good
relationship with the Indigenous communities in the area.
Sometimes, B.C. or Canada can be slow and bureaucratic
when it comes to permitting and things like that, but, overall,
you know that, and you plan with it. Overall, it's a fantastic
place to work.

4. Let's talk about the whole safety issue because
certainly if you are working in South America there
are real risks. Do you come up against protests or
people who don't like mining companies in their
community? Because mining has a reputation of just
going in and getting what they want, and then leaving
when they're done.
We haven't had any opposition so far. I think what you just
described, mining companies just going in and doing
whatever they like, that's maybe what happened in the old
days. But, really, those times are over. It's expected that
companies are responsible for the environment and work
together with the local communities – take their views, their
input into consideration, and we certainly work very closely
with all the local First Nations. And it's a very constructive
working relationship. We keep them up to date, we meet with
them, they give us their inputs. They work, for example, with
us on our environmental work, on our heritage surveys, and
it's very constructive.

5. How is it working with Kodiak? I've read there has
been some positive news. 
Well, we've just wrapped up a big year of exploration. We
were able to execute a large exploration program. We drilled
over 25,000 metres, have some results already, and have
much more to come in terms of results. We just made a gold
and silver discovery recently in trenching, which is a very
exciting new development and are now busy planning an
exciting and big program again for next year. We're hoping to
conduct a similar size program to what we did this year. So
lots more news to come from Kodiak.

6. The gold find – is that going to be a major part of
your company going forward? How significant are the
results?
Well, the recent biozone discovery is a bit out of the box, I
would say, in that it was a gold, silver, precious metals
discovery. And, in general, the main project is copper
porphyry. That's what we've primarily drilled for so far. It’s
not uncommon in a large porphyry system like the one at
MPD to also have precious metals zones. So it's an interesting
addition and additional potential essentially for the project
going forward. The main focus is copper porphyry
exploration and certainly we have lots of targets for that next
year to drill. This new discovery just adds another class of
targets to our list. It helps to bring investors in when you say,
oh, not only have we got copper, we've found gold,
potentially, and silver.

7. In a market where everybody's worried about a
potential recession, how do you make people spend
their money and invest?
It certainly helps to make discoveries. I think that's what the
excitement is in a junior mining company. And to be able to
point to a discovery that gets excitement, gets interest, and
whether it's copper, whether it's gold, it just shows that we've
been successful in our approach. We have a very systematic
exploration approach. And last year we came up with the
Gate Zone copper discovery, which we've since successfully
expanded. And now this gold discovery is a brand new
addition and certainly an exciting one.

From page 8
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Approximate number of businesses reached 
over two consecutive issues by municipality:

BC
Vancouver
Victoria
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Calgary 
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New Brunswick

Newfoundland
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Prince Edward Island
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Advertising inquiries:
Info@BusinessEdgeMedia.ca
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BusinessEdgeMedia.ca
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attract the readers' attention (Check!) 
and strong circulation – Check ... it out:

unmatched distribution
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8. Can you help readers understand why copper is so
significant in terms of the direction of our economy
and in different industries?
Well, copper and the demand for copper will be driven in
large part by the whole energy transition, the green
revolution. There's lots of demand already materializing, and
there will be more materializing over the next years and
decades. This whole energy transition is a real global mega-
trend and all the industry or technologies that underpin the
Green Revolution – electrical cars, solar, wind, etc., they are
all very copper intensive and use much more copper than the
industries they replace – say, an electric car takes 3, 4, 5
times as much (copper) as a conventional car, and so we
know there will be strong demand.

9. How is the supply side looking?
The supply side of copper is very different in that there are
just not many projects coming on.  In the last 10 years, there
have been very few copper discoveries, and no major
discoveries. We know already – because it takes 10 to 20
years to build a copper mine from discovery to when it
produces – there won't be much coming on in the next couple
of years. On the other hand, we have, of course, a lot of
demand. 

10. Is there a plan to build up the drilling program and
then merge or be bought out? 
Well, our aim for the future is to add value at the drill bit.
That is I think what we can do best as a junior. We certainly
will execute big drill programs next year, the year after, to
make more discoveries and add value that way for our
shareholders. Now, in the long term, if you look around the
world, the copper porphyry mines that are up and running, I
don't think there is a single one that is run by the junior that
originally made the discovery, because copper are big
deposits. Big mines that cost many hundreds of millions, if
not billions to build, and they're a big-company game. So for
us, in the long term, the likely scenario is if we keep having
success, that eventually a major company will become
interested. 

11. How many female CEOs are there in the mining
industry?
In Canada, I don't know the exact percentage, but it's a
small minority. It's a very male-dominated industry.
Almost all of the CEOs are male.

12. Do you find challenges with that? 
Not really. At the end of the day, it's what you do and your
work. If you are doing good work, then, yeah, that's what
counts. There might have been, in the past, glass ceilings or
opportunities that people just didn't think of (for) a woman.
People would go to the people they knew, the other CEOs.
And so the logical choice for many roles would have been
men. But I think that's really changing – lots of people want
now a more diverse leadership, more diverse companies. And
I can certainly say from my experience over the last year or
two or three, that I've had as many opportunities come to
me, particularly board roles … just lots of people are looking
now specifically for women in leadership and board roles. So,
really, the tide is changing. Yeah, I think more and more
companies are realizing that having a woman at the helm or
as part of the management group is actually really good for
the success of a company.

13. I think that you naturally inspire young women
just by doing what you're doing, by reaching the top
level of management with a mining company. Do you
find there is any extra pressure to be that
inspirational leader?
I can't say that I'm thinking much about it; being extra
inspirational. It's great if girls or younger women get inspired
by my work or other female CEOs’ work. I think it would be
great to have more women in the business. There's a lot of
research that shows that diversity leads to better results, and
diverse teams make better decisions.

14. There are a lot more women geologists than there
used to be, aren’t there?
I don't know. I honestly don't know. When I was at university,
I did not even know that you could study geology because, in
Germany, geology is a non-event. There's not a single mine.
And like I said before, I didn't even know Rio Tinto when they
first approached me. I worked for Rio Tinto for almost 10
years, and I was in England, so very often I’d go back to
Germany. And in those 10 years there were three people in
Germany who knew what Rio Tinto was. That tells you how
much mining is on people's mind. In Germany, it’s just a non-
event. It doesn't happen.

From page 10
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Renowned doctor of geology, educator, and entrepreneur 
Brad Hayes will present a timely lunchtime talk titled 

"21st Century Energy Transition: a Call for Sensible and
Balanced Energy Policy".

 
Brad will join fellow geoscientist/entrepreneur Laurie Weston

and BIG Media Ltd. president Rob Driscoll on 
the panel for a Q&A following the talk.

 
The cost of $45 + GST ($47.25) per person 

includes a delicious lunch. 
A table of 6 can be reserved for $220 + GST.

 
Reserve your seats by emailing

 

21st Century Energy Transition
BIGMedia 

a Call for Sensible and Balanced Energy Policy
with geoscientist/entrepreneur Brad Hayes

March 23, 2023
Noon to 1:30 p.m.
Bow Valley Athletic Club
Downtown Calgary

About the speaker: Brad Hayes
has a PhD in geology from the
University of Alberta and is
president of Petrel Robertson
Consulting Ltd., a geoscience
consulting firm addressing
technical and strategic issues
around oil and gas development,
water resource management,
helium exploration, geothermal 

rob@big-media.ca

Ltd. presents

When and where?

energy, and carbon sequestration. He is an adjunct
professor in the University of Alberta Department of Earth
and Atmospheric Sciences.
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15. There are lots of people who are going to say, ‘Why
would you stay in the resource industry?’ It is so
fickle. What is the draw for you? 
I just like the entrepreneurial side of it and, yeah, it's a very
exciting industry. Sometimes a very frustrating industry
because, if you do explorations, sometimes you find nothing.
It's a very cyclical industry, so sometimes there are
downturns that can take long years, so there are certainly
lots of ups and downs. But if you make a discovery, success
at exploration is just very exciting, and that's really what I like
about it.

16. Switching gears a little, you were instrumental in
bringing polo back to Vancouver. Tell us about that.
(Laughing) Well, polo is one of my big hobbies. In fact, our
family hobby. My husband plays, my children play – we are a
polo-playing family. And when we moved to Vancouver from
London, U.K., we planned to join the Vancouver Polo Club
and arrived here and found out there was no polo club. So
we founded one.

17. Were many people interested?
For the first couple of years, the Vancouver Polo Club was my
husband and me - two members. But since then, it has grown
and we are now the second-largest polo club in British
Columbia, and a very active club. It's great fun to play and a
really fantastic sport. So (the club has) gone from two people
to 14 members. You have to keep in mind, polo is a very
small, elite sport. I think the entire community of polo players
in North America, is 5,000. So there are probably more
people in Vancouver, many more people in Vancouver that
play hockey than there are people who play polo in all of
North America.

18. I've never played polo, and I don't know anything
about it other than that horses are involved. Can you
tell me the greatest things about polo? 
It's a very exciting sport. It's a lot of adrenaline, and it's very
hard in that you have to ride, of course, then you have to hit
a ball from the back of a bouncing horse. A small ball. While
going at a gallop and with a long mallet. So there’s a lot of
hand-eye coordination, and I think it's a bit like golf that
many times you hit it and it just doesn't go anywhere. And
then you hit this one shot, and it goes. And it’s such a
fantastic feeling. So that, and then it's also a lot of just
strategy on where to go and how to go, and how to play the
game. And you can imagine it's very fast. You are galloping
on a horse. And so, yeah, there are many different angles to
it. It's a very addictive and very fun sport.

19.  And dangerous to some degree. There have been
some high-profile injuries. Have you been able to
avoid injury?
It is, I think, less dangerous than many might think.
Obviously, whenever you ride on the horse, every once in a
while, you hit the ground, and generally that's not so
pleasant. But it’s not more dangerous than many other
equestrian sports or other sports. So, no, we haven't had any
serious accidents, which is great.

20. One more question about Kodiak – why would
somebody want to invest in Kodiak?
Well, with an exploration company, it’s always the
management. We have Chris Taylor, our founder, who's
famous from his Great Bear success, one of the major gold
discoveries in Canada in recent years, if not decades. And
having him at the helm is obviously fantastic. We have made
a discovery, and are fully funded, and have lots and lots of
results coming, and much more thrilling ones to come. So it's
a very exciting stage in the company's development. 

From page 12 Clauria Tornquist is all smiles when she
speaks of her passion for playing polo





Mining and resource
stocks regain their lustre

Constantine
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The demand for minerals and

mentals is very strong...

meanwhile, the supply of metals

and minerals is constrained.

Electric cars, for example, according to
visualcapitalist.com contain on average 66
kg of graphite, 53 kg of copper (compared to
only 22 kg in gas cars), 40 kg of nickel, 25 kg
of manganese, 13 kg of cobalt, and 9 kg of
lithium.

Mining and resource stocks have over the
decades been a very important sector of the
Canadian stock market. The inherent volatility,
scandals, low overall sector rates of return, and
the rise of the real estate sector and related
industries as the primary sector of importance
in Canada have meant that resource stocks
declined in prominence in the last 15 years.
However, a strong case can now be made in
their favour. 

The demand for metals is very strong. 

1. The move toward clean energy initiatives is
creating additional demand for metals and
minerals. Wind, solar, electrified automobiles
and their batteries are all adding significant
demand for metals:

Offshore wind-power plants, according to
the International Energy Agency, require 13
times more mineral resources than a
similarly sized gas-power plant.

2. Infrastructure spending is projected to be
dramatically higher in the next 10-15 years
compared to the previous 10-15 years in huge
projects such as power plants, roads, telecom,
water, rail, airports, and seaports. According to
Russell Investments, the key reasons for this are
aging infrastructure needing upkeep in the U.S.
and Europe, and new infrastructure spending,
primarily in Asia.

(Story continued on page  18)PAge 16 BusinessEdge
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Supply of minerals and metals
Meanwhile, the supply of metals and minerals is
constrained. There has generally been
underinvestment in the sector since just before
the financial crisis of 2008 as investors
decreased their exposure to the sector (as well
as the oil and gas sector) due to ESG
(environmental, social, and governance)
concerns, as well as due to the prevailing
preference to invest more heavily in long-term-
growth sectors such as technology.

Additionally, new mines require a long timeline
to reach the point of production, often 10 years
or more. In light of this, and with valuations
being quite good for the mining sector as a
whole, we believe that investors should have
significant exposure. While the S&P500 Index
has less than 3% exposure to the industry, a
good allocation could be 6-10%, with a
corresponding reduced allocation to technology
and financials. 

Attractive investment options include:

Cameco (TSX:CCO $30.58, don’t pay over
$33.00), the largest uranium producer in the
world. With the world moving toward cleaner
energy, nuclear power plants could become
more important in the energy production mix.

Freeport-McMoran (NYSE:FCX $37.83, don’t pay
over $40.00), the largest copper producer in the
world. Electrification of vehicles requires
copper. Copper is economically sensitive, and
therefore a volatile stock pick – and we may be
in a recession in 2023. 

Tech Resources (TSX:TECK.B $52.07 don’t pay
over $57.00), a diversified miner with copper
and zinc (clean energy), as well as some coal
and oil-sands production.

Constantine Lycos is the CEO of Lycos Asset Management Inc., which provides

financial advisory services including portfolio management to individuals and

corporations. He can be reached at constantine@lycosasset.com or 604-288-

2083. Visit lycosasset.com for more information.
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Investment 
tips for 2023
As I write this on Dec. 16, I look back and see that all the way
through 2022 we have been talking about facing tougher
conditions such as supply-chain disruptions, inflation, higher
interest rates, and the likelihood of a recession. 

We have probably been in a global recession in 2022, but we
are not going to know until we get all the data sometime in
2023. Even if we aren’t, we are close to zero GDP growth in
inflation-adjusted GDP in U.S. dollars. Many people are
expecting the global recession will continue into 2023 with
things possibly getting worse for U.S. and Canada, which
fared better in 2022 than Europe, especially when we
measure GDP growth in USD, as the U.S. dollar appreciated
in 2022 against most currencies.

Under this scenario, you typically want to be investing in
high-quality businesses that can withstand recessions. Keep
in mind that the stock market typically bottoms six to nine
months before the recession is over, so it is difficult to time
the market.

When the market bottoms out, the more cyclical and lower-
quality stocks and the ones that got taken down the most
will outperform. No one has a crystal ball to determine the
absolute bottom for the market. For that reason, I will stick
to picking good quality stocks and that are not too
expensive. And if we have a few more months of economic
and/or market turmoil, so be it.

RLI Corp (NYSE: RLI - $126.71 – don’t pay over $133.00)

My first pick is a property and casualty insurance company,
RLI Corp. They have been doing quite well over the last year,
and before that. I think property and casualty insurance
companies are interesting in a relatively high short-term rate
environment because typically insurance companies match
the duration of their assets to the duration of their liabilities.
That means they hold shorter-term bonds quite a bit.

Life insurance companies and other investors that held
longer-term bonds in 2022 saw the value of those bonds 
 decline substantially. If you only held shorter term, not only
did you not get a big drop in the valuation of your portfolio,
but you got to reinvest the money at much higher rates than
you were getting before. 

2

That is something that is not within the control of this
business, but it is a tailwind, as they say, for the business. So
we will take it.

Tricon Residential (TSX: TCN – $10.25 don’t pay over
$11.30)

There are going to be good businesses where the stock price
has gone down enough that they become quite interesting.
One such business is Tricon Residential. They own residential
real estate in multiple locations in Canada and the U.S., in
areas where population is growing, and rents are going up.
The business is still quite good. The rental income from the
properties that they own and manage has gone up
significantly, yet the stock price is down quite a bit. The
reason for that is that stock investors sell publicly traded real
estate companies very quickly when interest rates go up, way
before the value of the underlying real estate declines. With
the stock down 47% in 2022 it is an interesting price to get
into it. It may have a little more downside, but probably not
much left.

Celanese Corp (NYSE: CE – $101.53 - don’t pay over
$106.60)

And the third pick is going to be an industrial company
Celanese Corp. They are the world’s largest producer of
acetic acid and downstream derivative chemicals, kind of a
chemical company.

Typically, these sorts of businesses tend to be cyclical, so
their earnings deteriorate during recessions. But I believe a
lot of that expected deterioration is already priced in the
stock. With the stock being down some 39% year to date, you
are getting a good business at a good price. Again, there
could be some headwinds with the economic activity slowing
down in the next year or so. Nonetheless, it’s a good idea to
buy good businesses at a good price. This fits the bill.

As always, please consult your financial adviser to see
whether these stocks fit in your hopefully already well-
diversified portfolio – or give us a call. Happy New Year!
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Canadian mining industry 
a story of abundance 
and opportunity
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In Canada, the mining and oil and gas industries
have gained reputations they do not deserve. Ask
the average Canadian what they think of either
sector, and the answer is often one of derision and
hopes for banishment. Both face the same challenge
– they create enormous wealth but are far from the
end user. Few Canadians realize just how much of
their daily life depends on the mining industry, so it
is easy to criticize.

As far back as the 1670s, explorers and business
people (it was sometimes hard to tell them apart)
were trying to establish mining operations in a
territory recognized for its wealth of mineral
resources. Coal was discovered on Cape Breton
Island, and copper in the Hudson's Bay region.
However, it was not until 1783 that a commercially
viable mine was built in Trois-Rivieres, Que. –
extracting iron ore and then copper in Bruce Mines,
Ont.

Through the end of the Second World War, the
Canadian mining industry grew rapidly, serving the
needs of an economically expanding Canada and the
demands of the war. 

Today, mining is still vitally important to Canada, and
the folks at Canada Action (https://www.canada
action.ca/mining_sector_canada_by_the_numbers)
help us highlight a range of impressive facts.

More than 720,000 people work directly or indirectly
in the industry. Economically, mining represented
5% of the country's GDP – over $105 billion  – in 2019
alone. By value, Canada's top five mineral products
are gold, coal, iron ore, potash, and copper,
representing a collective revenue value of $31.6
billion in one year.

Canada is one of the world's most diversified mining
countries, with almost 200 mines and another 6,500
quarries. Today, Canada is the largest producer of
potash, uranium, and niobium, and the third-largest
producer of aluminum, cobalt, nickel, gemstones,
and platinum. 

As for bringing investment to Canada, the mining
industry plays a leading role. Fifty percent of the
world's public mining companies are listed on the
Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) and the TSX-Venture
Exchange, making Toronto the mining finance
capital of the world. Mining companies and investors
collectively pay an average of $2.4 billion in taxes
and royalties annually.

In 2019, 14% of the world mining industry
investment in non-ferrous exploration was spent in
Canada.

Norman
Leach

(Continued on page 23)

https://www.canadaaction.ca/mining_sector_canada_by_the_numbers
https://www.canadaaction.ca/mining_sector_canada_by_the_numbers
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For workers, the news is also good. The average
annual wage in Canada is $63,000; in mining, it is
$126,000. In Ontario, on average, mine workers
made 77% more than the industrial wage, earning
$1,791 per week. In Saskatchewan, the industry paid
$1.4 billion in wages in 2017.

Since 1974, the mining industry has signed 525
agreements with Indigenous people in Canada,
covering more than 365 exploration and mining
projects. Since 2010, 300 agreements have been
signed, and, in 2019, 430 of the total agreements
were still in effect.

Add to the mix that 16,500 First Nations people are
working in the mining industry – the highest number
in any private sector industry in Canada. Today,
Indigenous people represent 12% of those working
in the mining industry – up from 8% in 2011, while
Indigenous people account for approximately 3% of
the Canadian population.

The mining industry is often called into question for
its impact on the environment, and the positive side
of the sector’s efforts are often left out of news
reports.

2
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In 2004, the Mining Association of Canada (MAC)
established the Towards Sustainable Mining (TSM)
Initiative, well ahead of many industries. The TSM
initiative has been recognized by many as a world-
class initiative. Argentina has adopted it, as has
Botswana, Finland, Spain, and the Philippines – with
more countries actively considering using the
Canadian standard.

Driven by the BC Health, Safety and Reclamation
Code for Mines focused on "best practices in
environmental stewardship and responsible
development, mining companies in British Columbia
are among the lowest GHG emission-intensive
mining sites in the world.

The Canadian mining industry also supports the
Green Mining Initiative, led by Natural Resources
Canada, which aims to "improve the minerals
sector's environmental performance and create
green technology opportunities." It is easy to criticize
an industry when you ignore the facts. In the case of
the Canadian mining industry, the facts paint a
mostly bright picture.
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Mining industry women
making big impact through
Global Change for Children

Every year at the Vancouver-based mining convention known
as Roundup, there is a raucous party at downtown bar
Moose’s Down Under. Everyone from drillers, to geologists,
to mining company presidents gather to support what has
become known as just “the kids party”. People bid eagerly on
silent-auction items, most having little idea of the
international impact their spending will have.

The event was started 14 years ago by a small group of
women working in the mining industry. Their travels brought
them face to face with children struggling in impoverished
communities. 

“You know, we are so accustomed to seeing young children
in school. And, there, you see the children selling wares –
they are working. They are not getting educated,” says Nancy
Curry, one of the founding members. She admits it was
daunting to think that they could make any real change, “but
we thought, let’s just throw a little party and bring a little
money in.” 

That first party raised $4,600. Encouraged, the women
formalized their approach and created the non-profit agency
Global Change for Children (GC4C). Since that year, the event
has raised over $450,000. It has paid for wells and water
lines to a school in Laos, built the first primary school library
in Bondeni, Kenya, created a transport system for child burn
victims to get to a specialized clinic in Lima, Peru, and
upgraded a counselling space for traumatized teens in
Houston, B.C., among other projects.

“It’s never enough,” adds the CFO of the charity, Jessica Van
Den Akker, “but it’s enough to make a difference. To be
honest, it’s a bit heart-wrenching. And to look at all the
proposals put before us, you see all the things people are
trying to do for children. We have a lot to be grateful for.”

Curry speaks enthusiastically about a trout farm GC4C
helped build in Patacancha, Peru, in 2015. The goal was to
eradicate chronic malnutrition among the 134 students at a
primary school. The children, ages 3 to 13, regularly didn’t
have enough food. The GC4C trout farm changed that. 

“It took two years to complete,” says Curry. “The school now
provides the students a protein-based meal three times a
week, and then they sell the balance of the fish to help fund
the school.

 That project is really dear to us because it’s now self-
sustaining.” Follow-up study has shown an 84%
improvement in children’s health, along with increased
attendance at school. 

Both Curry and Van Den Akker credit the generosity of the
mining industry – an attribute they know the public may not
see.

“I think the perception is mining companies just want to take;
take the resources and leave. I think that’s incorrect,” says
Curry. “I think everyone is an eternal optimist. They are going
for the dream, always looking forward. And they want to
share.”

The GC4C fundraiser brings in $40,000-$50,000 per year.
With Moose’s Down Under generously contributing the food
for party patrons, every cent donated goes into the projects. 

 “We all donate 100% of our time,” explains Van Den Akker,
who is a CFO of a small renewable energy company. “The
website (https://gc4c.org) is $400 every three years, and we
have someone who does that for us. I think it’s great that we
are all volunteers. We are all just doing the best we can.”
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Kelly
Ryan

Among the many charitable
initiatives carried out by Global

Change for Children is a library for
young students in Bondeni, Kenya.

https://gc4c.org/


Fracking 101: 
Just the fracts

Laurie
Weston
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When I graduated from university and started my job at
Shell Canada as an interpreter, I was trained on the basics
of the petroleum system. To clarify, an “interpreter” in this
context does not mean that I was hired to translate Greek
to English. I do speak Seismic quite fluently, though, and
my role as an interpreter was to translate sounds of a
different type – the mysterious sound waves contained in
seismic data – to predictions of geological layers and
properties, unseen in the subsurface. The integrity of the
“petroleum system” was the objective of this translation,
as it was vital to the success of the exploration and
production activities of oil companies.

The petroleum system consists of five key components:
source, migration, reservoir, trap, and seal. In plain
language, has oil been generated naturally somewhere
and travelled on its own to collect in a pool where it has
been contained until the present day without leaking? The
process of answering these questions is an attempt at
reducing the considerable risk inherent in selecting a
precise location to drill a 10-centimetre (4-inch) diameter
hole in the ground, kilometers deep, costing millions of
dollars, and strike it rich. “Oil, that is, black gold, Texas
tea,” in the eloquent words of Jed Clampett.[1]

There was, however, a potentially fatal flaw in the Beverly
Hillbillies’ depiction of Jed’s discovery. In Jed’s case, oil was
at the surface, which meant the seal had failed and all the
oil had quite likely already leaked out of the pool. A minor
detail for a comedy show, but if any one of those
components of the petroleum system is compromised,
our expensive well will fail. Imagine the suspense and
excitement when a well you proposed is drilling and
nearing the predicted objective. Will you move to Beverly
Hills, or remain a poor mountaineer?

Despite the best intentions and considerable scientific
work done in advance, most of these attempts (typically
19 in 20 exploration wells) did, alas, end in failure – a “dry
hole”. There is a lot of uncertainty in these endeavours. I
was fortunate enough to be involved in a few successful
discovery wells, and there is no feeling quite like it.

The process just described relates to conventional
exploration. Conventional refers to the situation in which
Mother Nature does the heavy lifting. We simply search
for the convergence of all the right conditions at the
conclusion of her work. What if we could shortcut nature’s
slow, methodical approach, while eliminating four of the
five petroleum system components and drastically
reducing the risks of the other one? Our chances of
success would increase from 5% (1 in 20) to almost 100%.

This is not hypothetical; it is precisely the premise
underlying “unconventional” production. It takes millions
of years to form oil in compressed layers of ocean-bottom
mud and silt, pressurized and heated to the conditions
necessary to transform dead fish, shellfish, worms, and
other sea creatures into hydrocarbon molecules. It takes
millions more years for increasing pressure to squeeze
those droplets out of the source rocks and start them on
their journey to a secondary, trapped porous reservoir
layer, where they collect into a commercially sized oil or
gas pool. There are vast hydrocarbon source deposits all
over the world already identified by geologists; instead of
waiting for nature to move that oil from the source to the
pool, and hope that it is contained there, why not drill
directly into the source, removing the migration,
reservoir, trap, and seal risks in the process? “Shale gas
that is, tight oil, U.S. energy independence,” a modern Jed
(or Jen) might say.

That sounds pretty straightforward, but there are two
significant technologies that had to be invented and
perfected to enable our exploitation of source rock:
hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”), and horizontal drilling.
These two technologies overcame previously
insurmountable problems: that source rock (shale) has
very low porosity and, effectively, no permeability. If a
conventional vertical well was drilled into source rock,
even though it encountered oil or gas, only a thimble-full
would collect in the well, just from the face of the rock
exposed to the well bore, not beyond.

https://big-media.ca/fracking-101-just-the-fracts/#_ftn1
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Horizontal drilling increases the surface area of source
rock exposed to the well bore, and fracking creates
permeable pathways for oil or gas to flow from some
distance away from the well bore, increasing the
production possible from one well by several orders of
magnitude.

It is difficult to overstate the impact of these combined
technological breakthroughs. The ingenuity, research,
experimentation, resourcefulness, investment, and risk
are on the scale of a moon landing, embodying
remarkable ambition and accomplishment. There is a
reason the technology was developed in North America;
the race to unlock the prize contained in these rich
conditions created the kind of incentive and competition
that excite free enterprise.

Figure 1 (see BIG-media.ca to view) shows the effect of
these breakthroughs in the U.S. production/consumption
profiles from 1970 to 2021. Prior to 2020/21, energy
independence was nearly in the bag.

So, what exactly does fracking entail? In order to break
solid rock, an impressive amount of force is required. The
force in this case is provided by pressurized fracking fluid
(each company has its own secret recipe). This requires a
substantial amount of water and equipment on the
drilling site (Figure 2, see BIG-media.ca to view).

This equipment is there temporarily while the wells are
completed. It is an orderly and efficient process,
especially since multiple wells are drilled from the same
surface location, directed in a horizontal pattern into the
optimal layer (Figure 3, see BIG-media.ca to view).

The success of the operation depends on the quality of
the rock, the hydrocarbon type (oil or gas) in the rock, and
efficient engineering.

Like a fine wine, there is a certain level of maturity, or
ripeness to the source rock, the quality of which is
determined through sampling and expert assessment.
This maturity can only be achieved in a high-pressure and
temperature environment, so by their very nature these
source rocks are deep – typically 3,000 to 4,000 metres
(10 times deeper than the water table). 

Depending on rock strength and fluid maturity, the
completion program – the number of wells,

their position, spacing, and length – is designed to access
as much productive reservoir as efficiently as possible.

The frack program then kicks in. In a controlled and
deliberate operation, engineers isolate a precise section
of a horizontal well and pressure up only that zone, just
enough to crack the rock. Then they will isolate the next
section of the same horizontal well, and do the same
again. There can be 100 or 200 of these “stages” in one
well. These cracks open up pathways to get the juices
flowing, but to keep them flowing, something needs to be
pumped into the cracks to prevent them from closing
under the pressure of 3 kilometres of rock above. This
material is called, appropriately, proppant, and can be as
simple as plain sand.

The benefits of fracking are obvious: increased domestic
production, lower finding and development risk, and
concentrated operations, minimizing land disturbance.
There are some downsides, however. Opening a fracture
by brute force can trigger a chain reaction in naturally
stressed systems, causing an earthquake. This “induced
seismicity” is monitored and regulated. Most of these
induced earthquakes are too small to be felt at the
surface – less than magnitude 2.0 on the Richter scale
(microseismic). Tens of thousands of earthquakes this
small occur naturally every day around the world. A small
proportion of fracking-induced earthquakes are larger
than 2, rarely getting over 4.0. For context, a 4.0
earthquake would feel like a large truck rumbling past
your home.

Another downside – or maybe challenge is a better word –
is the fact that production rates can decline quickly, so
producing shale gas or tight oil fields require regular
maintenance, which may mean infill drilling or re-fracking
after a period of time. This and other factors make it
difficult to start and stop production at will, in response to
oil price volatility or political sentiment.

The risks and benefits of fracking are well known. As
geopolitical events reinforce the enduring necessity of oil
and gas, particularly the role of natural gas in the energy
transition (see the BIG Media article Putting global
emissions into perspective), in the context of responsibly
managed and mitigated risks, the benefits cannot be
ignored.

FOR SOURCES AND MORE, VISIT 
BIG-MEDIA.CA FOR THE FULL PICTURE!

https://big-media.ca/fracking-101-just-the-fracts/
https://big-media.ca/fracking-101-just-the-fracts/
https://big-media.ca/putting-global-emissions-in-perspective/
http://big-media.ca/


AI: Where are we and
where are we going?

Laurie
Weston
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Artificial Intelligence has people fretting. High-profile
disagreements among tech gurus make us wonder,
anxiously, what the future will be like for ordinary people.
If geniuses like Bill Gates, Elon Musk, and the late Stephen
Hawking cannot agree on the usefulness and the relative
benefits or dangers of AI, what hope is there for us to
understand or even imagine how our lives will change?
Will all of humanity live like kings and queens in a utopian
world with robots providing for our every need? Or will
those robots be in charge, banishing us to the
wastelands? Is carbon-based life (that’s us) compatible
with silicon-based life (that’s computers)? Are we heading
for a power struggle? And, if that is our fate, who will win?

Let’s start by taking stock of the present: how is AI already
influencing our lives, for better or worse?

But wait. Before we even do that, we first need to take a
step back and talk about data[1]. Data might possibly be
the most boring subject on Earth. “Could there be
anything more boring?” Remember Chandler Bing in the
iconic American sitcom, Friends? None of the Friends
could remember what he did, because they lost interest
in the middle of his job title and stopped listening. Give
up? Chandler’s job was “Statistical Analysis and Data
Reconfiguration”. This was the most banal, unfulfilling
career the writers could come up with – in 1994.

Now, Data Scientist (literally doing statistical analysis and
data reconfiguration) is the sexiest job of the 21st
century. 

While the term “data scientist” appeared around 2010, the
job search site Indeed.com reports that Data Science job
postings increased 256% between 2013 and 2018, a pace
faster than any other job category[2]. 

There is even a futuristic term for these modern cerebral
sex symbols: “Quants” (short for Quantitative Analysts).
Data could be more valuable than anything else on the
planet. Witness the recent exponential rise in value of
companies that deal in data, such as Google and
Facebook, compared to companies in more traditional
industries such as ExxonMobil and General Electric[3]
(figure 1). The COVID-19 pandemic amplified tech stocks,
while recent geopolitical events such as the war in
Ukraine and energy supply issues have complicated these
trends, but the value of data cannot be understated. Data
can entertain and inform us; data can save our lives; data
can generate billions in profits. Data can swing elections –
allegedly[4].

There are multiple facets to Data. It may be a small word,
but it carries big assumptions and connotations. One of
which is a default assumption of truth. When most people
see the word “data” in a news article (“the data shows”,
“data confirms”, “the data is in and it’s explosive!”) they
don’t question the next sentence. This is potentially
dangerous misplaced trust. Usually, when you see what is
called data, it has already been “conditioned”, meaning it
has been filtered, interpolated, extrapolated, and
interpreted, perhaps even manipulated. No one shows
you the raw data, because it is ugly, and it is certainly not
obvious (even to a Quant) that it means anything.
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However, although truth is in the raw data, it (the data)
may not be complete, impartial, or, more worryingly,
correct. The act of collecting data is an art and a science in
its own right. Consider the humble telephone survey: a
pleasant person reading from a script provided in a call
center, asks a series of questions which are designed to
gather appropriate data for a predetermined objective. In
many cases, the questions are ambiguous, leading, or
misleading. The people reached by the phone call need to
have a phone, answer it, and have the time and be willing
to answer the questions, all of which impose sampling
biases before the first data point is collected. Statisticians
have long dealt with these shortcomings and have
devised methods to identify biases and gaps in the data
and extrapolate or filter to mitigate the effects. But some
damage has been done – we have already introduced
uncertainty.

We can even influence the data through the act of
measuring. On the atomic scale, this is referred to as the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle[5]. Since atomic
particles are so small, the light waves/particles utilized for
the observation affect the behaviour of the particles
themselves, meaning that we can never accurately
observe the unobserved particle action. Similarly, when
studying gorillas in the wild, some researchers have
facilitated observations by attracting gorillas to study sites
with food, thereby introducing competition for the “free”
bananas, changing normal gorilla behaviour in the
process[6].

Quants are data tamers, assessing uncertainty,
challenging methods, recognizing trends within trends,
wrangling unruly outliers, muffling the noise, and
revealing valuable insights. Kind of like gold prospectors
of olden times, sifting through mountains of gravel to find
nuggets they can take to the bank. The difference is, data
is much richer, subtler, more mysterious, secretive, multi-
dimensional, and, more often than not, misleading, than a
pan full of grit with an obvious shiny flake in it.

Now, to get back to the AI story:

AI represents the computer methods and algorithms that
Quants use to do their jobs (sometimes Quants are
responsible for programming the algorithms in the first
place). AI is all about empowering computers to rapidly
consume petabytes[7] of data and reveal hidden
meaning; the type of meaning that can be used to
categorize groups or trends, predict causes and effects, or
provide insights into future behaviour. The process of
discovering meaning in groups of numbers or records
encompasses three main steps: collect, process, and
interpret. These steps sound straightforward, but, as we
examine each stage in a little more detail, there are
unexpected and potentially fatal – in the integrity sense –
pitfalls lurking. 

Figure 1: Normalized share price history
for GE, XOM, FB and GOOG, 2012 to 2022.
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As we have already seen in our telephone survey, the
initial collection can be deficient, so data needs to be
“cleaned”, which usually means a person or algorithm
looks at the data and ensures gaps are filled with
reasonable interpolations, biases are recognized and
suppressed, and that it fits some common-sense criteria,
such as an age range between 18 and 99. Anything
outside of that range might be considered bad data and
deleted or flagged.

Next, computers process the data using various
appropriately chosen mathematical algorithms with
names like “generative adversarial networks (GANs)”,
relying heavily on “training” data. Training data is as
critical to AI as reliable data collection and involves many,
many examples of interpreted data identified and
labelled (generally by human experts) to establish a
database for the computer to reference. If the training
data is not abundant enough, or is mis-labelled, the
algorithm risks producing completely meaningless
results. The danger is that the results appear meaningful
and are bestowed with an undeserved confidence.

Finally, when the processing is complete, the next step is
to interpret, or assign real-world significance to the result.
This step is the reason for the whole process. If this is not
done correctly or meaningfully, there was really no point
to the first two steps. Once again, human subject-matter
experts are necessary to fit the final interpretation
options into realistic parameters.

Notice anything in common among these three steps?
They all require, to some degree, judgement by a human
or group of humans, or algorithms designed by humans,
to assess quality and assign criteria. These human brains
can therefore impose cognitive, cultural, or moral biases
and preferences. This may seem like it defeats the
purpose of the computer analysis. However, human
involvement is an essential component that constrains
the computer results to the realm of the realistic. AI
experts refer to the process as “brittle” if the AI results are
very different given slight changes to the human input or
model constraints.

Keep in mind that although human judgement is
important to the effective AI process, human brains are
very good at some things and very bad at other things.
Our human brains collect, process, and interpret
considerable amounts of data every second. Consider
facial recognition: while computers are gradually
acquiring basic facial recognition ability, humans do not
question their own capacity to recognize faces or
categorize unrecognizable ones. Every person you see as
you walk down the street, provides data to your brain
which you are unconsciously comparing to your database
and making instantaneous judgments (friend, lover, foe,
good looking, trustworthy, interesting, smart, etc.).  These
new inputs are also adding to and strengthening your
own personal database of experience, judgement, and
categorization.

Computers may have trouble recognizing your face if you
get new glasses or shave your mustache, but even if you
have not seen your grandmother in many years, her hair
is different, she is wearing different lipstick, new glasses, a
hat you have never seen, and she has new teeth, you still
recognize her instantly. This comes naturally to us but is
currently a considerable challenge for a computer. I have
noticed that even on my state-of-the-art new phone that
uses facial recognition to unlock it, if I am laughing or
yawning when I look at the phone, it is not sure it is me
and asks me to type my password. We wouldn’t have that
problem with a face we knew.

However, human brains are easily distracted and fooled.
They get tired and hungry. Our brains are influenced by
emotion, cultural perspective, and unconscious bias at
least as much, and perhaps more than, by rational
analysis. Enter the eternally energetic, perpetually eager,
cold, calculating computer. It is a perfect match. Carbon,
meet Silicon. Just like any relationship, this partnership
will have it’s rough spots, but it can be a beautiful
collaboration if we recognize and appreciate our
strengths and differences.

FOR SOURCES AND MORE, VISIT 
BIG-MEDIA.CA FOR THE FULL PICTURE!

http://big-media.ca/


We have a natural inclination to feel like we are part of the
big scandals, but we are not. Let’s give ourselves some
credit and create our own stories … hopefully not overly
scandalous.

3. Escape the 24-hour news cycle. The mainstream media
companies cannot help but deliver a consistent barrage of
garbage. Almost all of the “breaking” news is already broken
– sensationalism through cherry picking of data and
“expert” sources chosen to prove a theory or maximize
readership, rather than to provide logical interpretation and
important context. See Top 5 Ways Mainstream Media Pull
The Wool Over Our Eyes (https://big-media.ca/top-5-ways-
mainstream-media-pull-the-wool-over-our-eyes/) for more
on this topic. Find trustworthy news sources that prioritize
education over clicks and profits. Such sources are difficult
to find, but my exhaustive research turned up one excellent
candidate: BIG Media (Big-Media.ca).

2. Humbly ask the Supreme Creator (God/Allah/Elon) to
eliminate our shortcomings.

1. Go for a hike up a mountain, or through a forest or park
… without looking at your phone. Regularly.

Most of us will never sign up for a 12-step program to
address our electronics-addiction issues. Twelve is a
lot. Have you ever tried to make a dozen-egg omelette
in a standard-size frying pan? I rest my case.

With that in mind, I present Business Edge News
Magazine’s 6-Step Program to Overcome Our
Electronics Addiction:

6. Realize that we have a problem. Most of us can do
this by covering our smartphone home screen with
paper, and adding a check mark every time we look at
our phone.

5. Track closely and document how we spend our time
over one week. Determine how much time was
unproductive related to our time on phones,
computers, TVs, and other tech devices. We need not
go cold turkey, but, for almost all of us, technology is
gobbling up far too much of what should be time
enjoying free range.

4. Make a pledge to be more concerned about our own
lives and those around us than about Johnny, Amber,
Will, Jada, Chris, Kourtney, Khloé, Caitlyn, Kris, Kendall,
and Kylie. (I had to use Google to get most of these
names, so I have a good start on this step.) 

Six steps to overcoming
addiction to electronics

Rob
Driscoll

The lighterThe lighter
sideside
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BusinessEdge

only read this ad if you are
interested in growing your business!

Randall White
President, Davinici International Inc.

Business Edge has delivered
excellent results every time I have
used them for advertising various

real estate developments as well as
delivering quality leads for
investment fund raising. 

Publisher Rob Driscoll is a very
creative writer with an excellent

understanding of creative branding
and campaign execution.

Lyle guidolin
president, approved capital finance

After my firm ran just one full-
page advertorial, I was

inundated with requests for our
services. Wow. I received over

$55 million in funding requests
and we were able to close over
$30 million of these! Response
went on for over three months.

Keep up the great work! 

Jim R. Thomson
CEO, VENTurefunder.ca

We used Business Edge to help promote a company to a new audience
 and secure investment via investment meetings in various cities across Canada. 

We could not believe the amount of response that our full-page ad 
received – and not just in major centres. We received over 130 requests.

For more information on how delivering your message directly to
decision makers at an unrivaled 100,000+ businesses per issue can

do really cool things for your business, contact us now:
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